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Mobility of Permanent Residents
under Provincial Immigration Programs

The right to legislate in the field of
immigration in Canada is shared equally
between the federal government and the
provinces. Since the Quebec government
acquired exclusive rights to establish its
own policies and programs in 1981, all of
the provinces and territories have
implemented their own immigration
programs to select immigrants. Learn
more here!

Find out what your chances are of
becoming a permanent resident!
Free Online
Evaluation

Evaluation Gratuite
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Toronto Will be Top Economic Performer
in 2015
The weaker Canadian dollar and the strengthening U.S.
economy will lead to Toronto's economy growth topping
that of its Canadian peers.
Version en Français ici

Read more

Are Canada's Most Driven Entrepreneurs
Immigrants?
As part of his coverage of the TNW European
conference last month, the Next web's Andrii Degeler
sat down with 500px co-founder Oleg Gutsol.
Version en Français ici
Read more

Quebec Immigration Program
All you need to know about the Quebec Immigration
Program in just 3 minutes.
Tout ce que vous voulez savoir sur le Programme
d'Immigration de Québec en 3 minutes.

Watch video!

Immigration.ca's Audios and
Podcasts
Would you like to know more about our immigration
programs? If so, stream or download our audios
and podcasts about immigration to Canada and
learn on the go!
Latest Audios:
Manitoba
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Overseas Stream
Hiring in Alberta was at a three-month high in
April with Calgary adding jobs

Latest Podcasts:
Harper Government Signals Retreat on
Temporary Foreign worker.

Stream more audios here!
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